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Student Solutions Manual for Thermodynamics, Statistical
Thermodynamics, and Kinetics
Metallurgical Thermodynamics, as well as its modified version, Thermodynamics of
Materials, forms a core course in metallurgical and materials engineering,
constituting one of the principal foundations in these disciplines. Designed as an
undergraduate textbook, this concise and systematically organized text deals
primarily with the thermodynamics of systems involving physico-chemical
processes and chemical reactions, such as calculations of enthalpy, entropy and
free energy changes of processes; thermodynamic properties of solutions;
chemical and phase equilibria; and thermodynamics of surfaces, interfaces and
defects. The major emphasis is on high-temperature systems and processes
involving metals and inorganic compounds. The many worked examples, diagrams,
and tables that illustrate the concepts discussed, and chapter-end problems that
stimulate self-study should enable the students to study the subject with enhanced
interest.

Thermodynamics
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Chemical Thermodynamics: Advanced Applications
Thermodynamics with Chemical Engineering Applications
A Textbook of Physical Chemistry, Second Edition serves as an introductory text to
physical chemistry. Topics covered range from wave mechanics and chemical
bonding to molecular spectroscopy and photochemistry; ideal and nonideal gases;
the three laws of thermodynamics; thermochemistry; and solutions of
nonelectrolytes. The kinetics of gas-phase reactions; colloids and macromolecules;
and nuclear chemistry and radiochemistry are also discussed. This edition is
comprised of 22 chapters; the first of which introduces the reader to the behavior
of ideal and nonideal gases, with particular emphasis on the van der Waals
equation. The discussion then turns to the kinetic molecular theory of gases and
the application of the Boltzmann principle to the treatment of molar polarization;
dipole and magnetic moments; the phenomenology of light absorption; and
classical and statistical thermodynamics. The chapters that follow focus on the
traditional sequence of chemical and phase equilibria, electrochemistry, and
chemical kinetics in gas phase and solution phase. This book also considers wave
mechanics and its applications; molecular spectroscopy and photochemistry; and
the excited state, and then concludes with an analysis of crystal structure, colloid
and polymer chemistry, and radio and nuclear chemistry. This reference material is
intended primarily as an introductory text for students of physical chemistry.

Concise Thermodynamics
Updated and enhanced with numerous worked-out examples and exercises, this
Second Edition continues to present a thorough, concise and accurate discussion of
fundamentals and principles of thermodynamics. It focuses on practical
applications of theory and equips students with sound techniques for solving
engineering problems. The treatment of the subject matter emphasizes the
phenomena which are associated with the various thermodynamic processes. The
topics covered are supported by an extensive set of example problems to enhance
the student's understanding of the concepts introduced. The end-of-chapter
problems serve to aid the learning process, and extend the material covered in the
text by including problems characteristic of engineering design. The book is
designed to serve as a text for undergraduate engineering students for a course in
thermodynamics.

Thermodynamics
The 4th Edition of Cengel & Boles Thermodynamics:An Engineering Approach takes
thermodynamics education to the next level through its intuitive and innovative
approach. A long-time favorite among students and instructors alike because of its
highly engaging, student-oriented conversational writing style, this book is now the
to most widely adopted thermodynamics text in theU.S. and in the world.

Molecular Thermodynamics of Electrolyte Solutions
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This book offers a full account of thermodynamic systems in chemical engineering.
It provides a solid understanding of the basic concepts of the laws of
thermodynamics as well as their applications with a thorough discussion of phase
and chemical reaction equilibria. At the outset the text explains the various key
terms of thermodynamics with suitable examples and then thoroughly deals with
the virial and cubic equations of state by showing the P-V-T (pressure, molar
volume and temperature) relation of fluids. It elaborates on the first and second
laws of thermodynamics and their applications with the help of numerous
engineering examples. The text further discusses the concepts of exergy, standard
property changes of chemical reactions, thermodynamic property relations and
fugacity. The book also includes detailed discussions on residual and excess
properties of mixtures, various activity coefficient models, local composition
models, and group contribution methods. In addition, the text focuses on vapourliquid and other phase equilibrium calculations, and analyzes chemical reaction
equilibria and adiabatic reaction temperature for systems with complete and
incomplete conversion of reactants. key Features  Includes a large number of fully
worked-out examples to help students master the concepts discussed.  Provides
well-graded problems with answers at the end of each chapter to test and foster
students’ conceptual understanding of the subject. The total number of solved
examples and end-chapter exercises in the book are over 600.  Contains chapter
summaries that review the major concepts covered. The book is primarily designed
for the undergraduate students of chemical engineering and its related disciplines
such as petroleum engineering and polymer engineering. It can also be useful to
professionals. The Solution Manual containing the complete worked-out solutions
to chapter-end exercises and problems is available for instructors.

Schaum's Outline of Thermodynamics With Chemical
Applications
This one-semester course text introduces basic principles of thermodynamics and
considers a variety of applications in science and engineering. The modern
coverage is compact yet self-contained and holistic, with adequate material in a
concise and economically-priced book for advanced undergraduates and
postgraduates reading for first and higher degrees, and for professionals in
research and industry. The mathematical prerequisite is an understanding of
partial differentiation. Introduces basic principles of thermodynamics and considers
a variety of applications in science and engineering The modern coverage is
compact yet self-contained and holistic, with adequate and concise material

Thermodynamics and Energy Systems Analysis
This book is a very useful reference that contains worked-out solutions for all the
exercise problems in the book Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics by the same
author. Step-by-step solutions to all exercise problems are provided and solutions
are explained with detailed and extensive illustrations. It will come in handy for all
teachers and users of Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics.

Hydrometallurgy
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Statistical Thermodynamics
As the first book to compile the fundamentals, applications, reference information
and analytical tools on the topic, Hydrometallurgy presents a condensed collection
of information that can be used to improve the efficiency and effectiveness with
which metals are extracted, recovered, manufactured, and utilized in aqueous
media in technically viable and reliable, environmentally responsible, and
economically feasible ways. Suitable for students and researchers, this collegelevel overview addresses Fundamentals of Chemical Metallurgy in Aqueous Media,
Speciation and Phase Diagrams, Rate Processes in Aqueous Metal Processing,
Aqueous Metal Extraction and Leaching, Fundamentals of Metal Concentration
Processes and more.

Commonly Asked Questions in Thermodynamics
This book illustrates the basic concepts of phenomenological thermodynamics and
how to move from theory to practice by considering problems in the fields of
thermodynamics and energy-systems analysis. Many subjects are handled from an
energetics or exergetics angle: calorimeters, evaporators, condensers, flow
meters, sub or supersonic nozzles, ejectors, compressors, pumps, turbines,
combustion processes, heaters, smoke stacks, cooling towers, motors, turboreactors, heat pumps, air conditioning, thermo-electrical generators, energy
storage, and more.

The Thermodynamics of Electrical Phenomena in Metals, and A
Condensed Collection of Thermodynamic Formulas
Accompanying DVD-ROM contains the Limited Academic Version of EES
(Engineering Equation Solver) software with scripted solutions to selected text
problems.

Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics
Designed as an undergraduate-level textbook in Chemical Engineering, this
student-friendly, thoroughly class-room tested book, now in its second edition,
continues to provide an in-depth analysis of chemical engineering
thermodynamics. The book has been so organized that it gives comprehensive
coverage of basic concepts and applications of the laws of thermodynamics in the
initial chapters, while the later chapters focus at length on important areas of
study falling under the realm of chemical thermodynamics. The reader is thus
introduced to a thorough analysis of the fundamental laws of thermodynamics as
well as their applications to practical situations. This is followed by a detailed
discussion on relationships among thermodynamic properties and an exhaustive
treatment on the thermodynamic properties of solutions. The role of phase
equilibrium thermodynamics in design, analysis, and operation of chemical
separation methods is also deftly dealt with. Finally, the chemical reaction
equilibria are skillfully explained. Besides numerous illustrations, the book contains
over 200 worked examples, over 400 exercise problems (all with answers) and
several objective-type questions, which enable students to gain an in-depth
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understanding of the concepts and theory discussed. The book will also be a useful
text for students pursuing courses in chemical engineering-related branches such
as polymer engineering, petroleum engineering, and safety and environmental
engineering. New to This Edition • More Example Problems and Exercise Questions
in each chapter • Updated section on Vapour–Liquid Equilibrium in Chapter 8 to
highlight the significance of equations of state approach • GATE Questions up to
2012 with answers

FUNDAMENTALS OF ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS
Authoritative summary introduces basics, explores environmental variables,
examines binding on macromolecules and aggregation, and includes brief
summaries of electric and magnetic fields, spherical drops and bubbles, and
polydisperse systems. 1963 and 1964 editions.

Physical Chemistry
Food biotechnology is the application of modern biotechnological techniques to the
manufacture and processing of food, for example through fermentation of food
(which is the oldest biotechnological process) and food additives, as well as plant
and animal cell cultures. New developments in fermentation and enzyme
technological processes, molecular thermodynamics, genetic engineering, protein
engineering, metabolic engineering, bioengineering, and processes involving
monoclonal antibodies, nanobiotechnology and quorum sensing have introduced
exciting new dimensions to food biotechnology, a burgeoning field that transcends
many scientific disciplines. Fundamentals of Food Biotechnology, 2nd edition is
based on the author's 25 years of experience teaching on a food biotechnology
course at McGill University in Canada. The book will appeal to professional food
scientists as well as graduate and advanced undergraduate students by addressing
the latest exciting food biotechnology research in areas such as genetically
modified foods (GMOs), bioenergy, bioplastics, functional foods/nutraceuticals,
nanobiotechnology, quorum sensing and quenching. In addition, cloning
techniques for bacterial and yeast enzymes are included in a "New Trends and
Tools" section and selected references, questions and answers appear at the end
of each chapter. This new edition has been comprehensively rewritten and
restructured to reflect the new technologies, products and trends that have
emerged since the original book. Many new aspects highlight the short and longer
term commercial potential of food biotechnology.

Engineering Thermodynamics
TEXTBOOK OF MATERIALS AND METALLURGICAL
THERMODYNAMICS
Covers heat, reversibility, entropy, equilibrium, mathematical transformations,
pure substances, flow processes, and chemical thermodynamics

Solutions Manual to Accompany Fundamentals of Engineering
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Thermodynamics
The introductory textbook provides an update on electrolyte thermodynamics with
a molecular perspective. It is eminently suited as an introduction to the solution
thermodynamics of ionic mixtures at the undergraduate and graduate level. It is
also invaluable for the understanding and design in the engineering of natural gas
treating and adsorption refrigeration with electrolytes.

Thermodynamics: Basic Principles and Engineering
Applications
This textbook introduces chemistry and chemical engineering students to
molecular descriptions of thermodynamics, chemical systems, and biomolecules.
Equips students with the ability to apply the method to their own systems, as
today's research is microscopic and molecular and articles are written in that
language Provides ample illustrations and tables to describe rather difficult
concepts Makes use of plots (charts) to help students understand the mathematics
necessary for the contents Includes practice problems and answers

Power Engineering
This book develops the theory of chemical thermodynamics from first principles,
demonstrates its relevance across scientific and engineering disciplines, and shows
how thermodynamics can be used as a practical tool for understanding natural
phenomena and developing and improving technologies and products. Concepts
such as internal energy, enthalpy, entropy, and Gibbs energy are explained using
ideas and experiences familiar to students, and realistic examples are given so the
usefulness and pervasiveness of thermodynamics becomes apparent. The worked
examples illustrate key ideas and demonstrate important types of calculations, and
the problems at the end of chapters are designed to reinforce important concepts
and show the broad range of applications. Most can be solved using digitized data
from open access databases and a spreadsheet. Answers are provided for the
numerical problems. A particular theme of the book is the calculation of the
equilibrium composition of systems, both reactive and non-reactive, and this
includes the principles of Gibbs energy minimization. The overall approach leads to
the intelligent use of thermodynamic software packages but, while these are
discussed and their use demonstrated, they are not the focus of the book, the aim
being to provide the necessary foundations. Another unique aspect is the inclusion
of three applications chapters: heat and energy aspects of processing; the
thermodynamics of metal production and recycling; and applications of
electrochemistry. This book is aimed primarily at students of chemistry, chemical
engineering, applied science, materials science, and metallurgy, though it will be
also useful for students undertaking courses in geology and environmental science.
A solutions manual is available for instructors.

Thermodynamics
Thermodynamics of Small Systems, Parts I & II
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The focus of Thermodynamics: Concepts and Applications is on traditional
thermodynamics topics, but structurally the book introduces the thermal-fluid
sciences. Chapter 2 includes essentially all material related to thermodynamic
properties clearly showing the hierarchy of thermodynamic state relationships.
Element conservation is considered in Chapter 3 as a way of expressing
conservation of mass. Constant-pressure and volume combustion are considered in
Chapter 5 - Energy Conservation. Chemical and phase equilibria are treated as a
consequence of the 2nd law in Chapter 6. 2nd law topics are introduced
hierarchically in one chapter, important structure for a beginner. The book is
designed for the instructor to select topics and combine them with material from
other chapters seamlessly. Pedagogical devices include: learning objectives,
chapter overviews and summaries, historical perspectives, and numerous
examples, questions and problems and lavish illustrations. Students are
encouraged to use the National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) online
properties database.

Problems and Solutions on Thermodynamics and Statistical
Mechanics
Near-critical and Supercritical Water and Their Applications for
Biorefineries
In the phase transitions among the solid, liquid, and gaseous forms of water, we
see a profound demonstration of how properties at the molecular scale dictate the
behavior of the bulk material. As ice is heated beyond its melting point, new
avenues for molecular motion become open to the energy being added. Upon
entering the gas phase, the water molecules can explore new territory, unavailable
to the liquid or solid. These transformations can be seen as a shifting balance
between the forces that bind the molecules and the thermal energy that excites
these motions--a window through thermodynamics on the intricate mechanisms
that drive chemistry.

Engineering Thermodynamics with Worked Examples
Thermodynamics
Volume 5.

Solution Thermodynamics and Its Application to Aqueous
Solutions
Concise Thermodynamics
Phase Diagrams and Thermodynamic Modeling of Solutions provides readers with
an understanding of thermodynamics and phase equilibria that is required to make
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full and efficient use of these tools. The book systematically discusses phase
diagrams of all types, the thermodynamics behind them, their calculations from
thermodynamic databases, and the structural models of solutions used in the
development of these databases. Featuring examples from a wide range of
systems including metals, salts, ceramics, refractories, and concentrated aqueous
solutions, Phase Diagrams and Thermodynamic Modeling of Solutions is a vital
resource for researchers and developers in materials science, metallurgy,
combustion and energy, corrosion engineering, environmental engineering,
geology, glass technology, nuclear engineering, and other fields of inorganic
chemical and materials science and engineering. Additionally, experts involved in
developing thermodynamic databases will find a comprehensive reference text of
current solution models. Presents a rigorous and complete development of
thermodynamics for readers who already have a basic understanding of chemical
thermodynamics Provides an in-depth understanding of phase equilibria Includes
information that can be used as a text for graduate courses on thermodynamics
and phase diagrams, or on solution modeling Covers several types of phase
diagrams (paraequilibrium, solidus projections, first-melting projections, Scheil
diagrams, enthalpy diagrams), and more

A TEXTBOOK OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS
Solution Thermodynamics and its Application to Aqueous Solutions: A Differential
Approach, Second Edition introduces a differential approach to solution
thermodynamics, applying it to the study of aqueous solutions. This valuable
approach reveals the molecular processes in solutions in greater depth than that
gained by spectroscopic and other methods. The book clarifies what a hydrophobe,
or a hydrophile, and in turn, an amphiphile, does to H2O. By applying the same
methodology to ions that have been ranked by the Hofmeister series, the author
shows that the kosmotropes are either hydrophobes or hydration centers, and that
chaotropes are hydrophiles. This unique approach and important updates make the
new edition a must-have reference for those active in solution chemistry. Unique
differential approach to solution thermodynamics allows for experimental
evaluation of the intermolecular interaction Incorporates research findings from
over 40 articles published since the previous edition Numerical or graphical
evaluation and direct experimental determination of third derivatives, enthalpic
and volumetric AL-AL interactions and amphiphiles are new to this edition Features
new chapters on spectroscopic study in aqueous solutions as well as
environmentally friendly and hostile water aqueous solutions

Fundamentals of Food Biotechnology
Chemical Thermodynamics
This book is an excellent companion to Chemical Thermodynamics: Principles and
Applications. Together they make a complete reference set for the practicing
scientist. This volume extends the range of topics and applications to ones that are
not usually covered in a beginning thermodynamics text. In a sense, the book
covers a "middle ground" between the basic principles developed in a beginning
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thermodynamics textbook, and the very specialized applications that are a part of
an ongoing research project. As such, it could prove invaluable to the practicing
scientist who needs to apply thermodynamic relationships to aid in the
understanding of the chemical process under consideration. The writing style in
this volume remains informal, but more technical than in Principles and
Applications. It starts with Chapter 11, which summarizes the thermodynamic
relationships developed in this earlier volume. For those who want or need more
detail, references are given to the sections in Principles and Applications where
one could go to learn more about the development, limitations, and conditions
where these equations apply. This is the only place where Advanced Applications
ties back to the previous volume. Chapter 11 can serve as a review of the
fundamental thermodynamic equations that are necessary for the more
sophisticated applications described in the remainder of this book. This may be all
that is necessary for the practicing scientist who has been away from the field for
some time and needs some review. The remainder of this book applies
thermodynamics to the description of a variety of problems. The topics covered are
those that are probably of the most fundamental and broadest interest.
Throughout the book, examples of "real" systems are used as much as possible.
This is in contrast to many books where "generic" examples are used almost
exclusively. A complete set of references to all sources of data and to
supplementary reading sources is included. Problems are given at the end of each
chapter. This makes the book ideally suited for use as a textbook in an advanced
topics course in chemical thermodynamics. An excellent review of thermodynamic
principles and mathematical relationships along with references to the relevant
sections in Principles and Applications where these equations are developed
Applications of thermodynamics in a wide variety of chemical processes, including
phase equilibria, chemical equilibrium, properties of mixtures, and surface
chemistry Case-study approach to demonstrate the application of thermodynamics
to biochemical, geochemical, and industrial processes Applications at the "cutting
edge" of thermodynamics Examples and problems to assist in learning Includes a
complete set of references to all literature sources

Engineering Thermodynamics Solutions Manual
Based on the authors' graduate courses at MIT, this text and reference provides a
unified understanding of both the critical concepts of chemical thermodynamics
and their applications. Part I of this book provides the theoretical basis of classical
thermodynamics, including the 1st and 2nd laws, the Fundamental Equation,
Legendre transformations, and general equilibrium criteria. Part II contains an
extensive description of how thermodynamic properties are correlated, modeled,
manipulated and estimated. Both macroscopic, empirically-based and molecularlevel approaches are discussed in-depth, for pure components and mixtures. New,
detailed coverage shows how traditional macroscopic models are connected to
their roots at the molecular level. Part III presents applications of classical
thermodynamics in detail. The book connects theory with applications at every
opportunity, using extensive examples, classroom problems and homework
exercises. Chemical engineering and physical chemistry graduate courses in
thermodynamics.

Phase Diagrams and Thermodynamic Modeling of Solutions
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This one-semester course text introduces basic principles of thermodynamics and
considers a variety of applications in science and engineering. The modern
coverage is compact yet self-contained and holistic, with adequate material in a
concise and economically-priced book for advanced undergraduates and
postgraduates reading for first and higher degrees, and for professionals in
research and industry. The mathematical prerequisite is an understanding of
partial differentiation. Introduces basic principles of thermodynamics and considers
a variety of applications in science and engineering The modern coverage is
compact yet self-contained and holistic, with adequate and concise material

A Textbook of Physical Chemistry
There are many thermodynamics texts on the market, yet most provide a
presentation that is at a level too high for those new to the field. This second
edition of Thermodynamics continues to provide an accessible introduction to
thermodynamics, which maintains an appropriate rigor to prepare newcomers for
subsequent, more advanced topics. The book presents a logical methodology for
solving problems in the context of conservation laws and property tables or
equations. The authors elucidate the terms around which thermodynamics has
historically developed, such as work, heat, temperature, energy, and entropy.
Using a pedagogical approach that builds from basic principles to laws and
eventually corollaries of the laws, the text enables students to think in clear and
correct thermodynamic terms as well as solve real engineering problems. For those
just beginning their studies in the field, Thermodynamics, Second Edition provides
the core fundamentals in a rigorous, accurate, and accessible presentation.

Thermodynamics and Its Applications
Have you ever had a question that keeps persisting and for which you cannot find
a clear answer? Is the question seemingly so “simple” that the problem is glossed
over in most resources, or skipped entirely? CRC Press/Taylor and Francis is
pleased to introduce Commonly Asked Questions in Thermodynamics, the first in a
new series of books that address the questions that frequently arise in today’s
major scientific and technical disciplines. Designed for a wide audience, from
students and researchers to practicing professionals in related areas, the books are
organized in a user friendly Question & Answer format. Presented questions
become increasingly specific throughout the book, with clear and concise answers,
as well as illustrations, diagrams, and tables are incorporated wherever helpful.
Thermodynamics is a core discipline associated with the theoretical principles and
practical applications underlying almost every area of science, from nanoscale
biochemical engineering to astrophysics. Highlighting chemical thermodynamics in
particular, this book is written in an easy-to-understand style and provides a wealth
of fundamental information, simple illustrations, and extensive references for
further research and collection of specific data. Designed for an audience that
ranges from undergraduate students to scientists and engineers at the forefront of
research, this indispensible guide presents clear explanations for topics with wide
applicability. It reflects the fact that, very often, the most common questions are
also the most profound.
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Solutions Manual For Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics
The laws of thermodynamics have wide ranging practical applications in all
branches of engineering. This invaluable textbook covers all the subject matter in a
typical undergraduate course in engineering thermodynamics, and uses carefully
chosen worked examples and problems to expose students to diverse applications
of thermodynamics. This new edition has been revised and updated to include two
new chapters on thermodynamic property relations, and the statistical
interpretation of entropy. Problems with numerical answers are included at the end
of each chapter. As a guide, instructors can use the examples and problems in
tutorials, quizzes and examinations. Request Inspection Copy

Fundamentals of Engineering Thermodynamics, 9th Edition
EPUB Reg Card Loose-Leaf Print Companion Set
The book provides fundamental chemistry and properties of near-critical water
(NCW) and supercritical water (SCW), criteria and challenges/solutions in reactor
design for NCW and SCW processes, and up-to-date reviews and practice of a wide
range of their applications in bio refineries including: production of hydrochars
from biomass, SCW oxidation (SCWO) for waste treatment, SCW gasification
(SCWG) of biomass and waste for hydrogen and methane production, hydrothermal
liquefaction of biomass, production of chemicals and SCWO of biofuels for energy.
It also presents techno-economic analysis of hydrogen production via SCWG of
biomass. The book will be highly essential for both academic researchers and
industrial practitioners for developing novel bio refinery technologies and
processes employing NCW or SCW for treatment of various organic waste streams
and production of bio-energy and bio-based chemicals from bio-renewable
resources. Prof. Dr. Zhen Fang is leader and founder of biomass group,
Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical Garden, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China.
Dr. Chunbao (Charles) Xu is currently an Associate Professor of Chemical
Engineering and NSERC/FP Innovations Industrial Research Chair in Forest Bio
refinery at Western University, Canada.

Target 2011: Physics 11
This textbook is for a one semester introductory course in thermodynamics,
primarily for use in a mechanical or aerospace engineering program, although it
could also be used in an engineering science curriculum. The book contains a
section on the geometry of curves and surfaces, in order to review those parts of
calculus that are needed in thermodynamics for interpolation and in discussing
thermodynamic equations of state of simple substances. It presents the First Law
of Thermodynamics as an equation for the time rate of change of system energy,
the same way that Newton’s Law of Motion, an equation for the time rate of
change of system momentum, is presented in Dynamics. Moreover, this emphasis
illustrates the importance of the equation to the study of heat transfer and fluid
mechanics. New thermodynamic properties, such as internal energy and entropy,
are introduced with a motivating discussion rather than by abstract postulation,
and connection is made with kinetic theory. Thermodynamic properties of the
vaporizable liquids needed for the solution of practical thermodynamic problems
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(e.g. water and various refrigerants) are presented in a unique tabular format that
is both simple to understand and easy to use. All theoretical discussions
throughout the book are accompanied by worked examples illustrating their use in
practical devices. These examples of the solution of various kinds of
thermodynamic problems are all structured in exactly the same way in order to
make, as a result of the repetitions, the solution of new problems easier for
students to follow, and ultimately, to produce themselves. Many additional
problems are provided, half of them with answers, for students to do on their own.

Thermodynamics and Its Applications
Master the principles of thermodynamics with this comprehensive undergraduate
textbook, carefully developed to provide students of chemical engineering and
chemistry with a deep and intuitive understanding of the practical applications of
these fundamental ideas and principles. Logical and lucid explanations introduce
core thermodynamic concepts in the context of their measurement and
experimental origin, giving students a thorough understanding of how theoretical
concepts apply to practical situations. A broad range of real-world applications
relate key topics to contemporary issues, such as energy efficiency, environmental
engineering and climate change, and further reinforce students' understanding of
the core material. This is a carefully organized, highly pedagogical treatment,
including over 500 open-ended study questions for discussion, over 150 varied
homework problems, clear and objective standards for measuring student
progress, and a password-protected solution manual for instructors.
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